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Synopsis

The maritime sector has thrived on using fossil hydrocarbon fuels, such as heavy fuel oil (HFO) and marine
diesel oil (MDO). These fuels allowed vessels to carry large amounts of cargo over large distances, due to their
high energy density. However, the climate objectives of the Paris agreement and the ever-tightening legislation
regarding harmful emissions, such as nitrogen oxides (NOX), sulphur oxides (SOX) and particulate matter (PM)
require the phasing out of fossil fuels.

The production of a renewable replacement for diesel is costly and requires a source of carbon. Therefore,
renewable alternatives are most likely less energy dense than the diesel that is currently used. The transition
to non-fossil energy carriers will thus be challenging for vessels that have a high power density, require a large
autonomy, operate globally and/or have a challenging fuel logistics.

This paper presents a pathway to a carbon neutral maritime sector with nearly no harmful emissions. This
transition calls for the development and implementation of clean and efficient energy conversion technologies
on board vessels. In addition, efficient and cost effective production of alternative fuels is required, as well as
the development of an adequate bunker infrastructure. Government policies to subsidise clean solutions and, if
needed, tax emissions, need to be put in place to support these developments. These actions are preferably taken
sooner rather than later, since vessels have a relatively long service life and, subsequently, a slow replacement
rate.

Alternative energy carriers and drive system technologies are assessed based on their technology readiness
and environmental impact. Each alternative is judged based on the total costs of ownership, as there is a trade-off
between the technical developments, emission legislation, investment and the operational costs. The effect of
government policy on the viability of the alternatives is also demonstrated.

Keywords: Energy transition, Alternative fuels, Zero emission vessels, Clean technologies, Life cycle performance
assessment

1 Introduction
The energy transition is one of the greatest challenges of the 21st century. In 2017, fossil fuels supplied 81%

of the world’s primary energy demand and resulted in a CO2 emission of 32.6 Gt [34]. The shipping sector
produced 2.6% or 854 Mt of CO2 emissions in 2017 [34], but without any changes the contribution of shipping
will increase. The Paris Agreement aims to limit the global temperature rise caused by global warming to 1.5-
2°C compared to the pre-industrial era [64]. Two possible CO2 emission paths and their effect on the average
temperature on Earth compared to the pre-industrial era are displayed in Figure 1. The current situation may result
in a temperature increase of 3.2-5.4°C, while the Paris Agreement path limits the increase to 0.9-2.3°C. To achieve
the Paris Agreement objective, a sharp decrease of CO2 emissions is required.

The International Maritime Organisation (IMO) previously focussed on the reduction of harmful emissions e.g.
sulphur oxides (SOX), nitrogen oxides (NOX) and particulate matter (PM). The shipping sector is not included in
the Paris agreement, but nevertheless IMO adopted an initial strategy to reduce of greenhouse gas (GHG) emission
from ships [36] in April 2018. This strategy aims to reduce GHG emissions of shipping with at least 50% in 2050
compared to the 2008 and aims to phase out GHG emissions entirely. The current IMO instruments to reduce
CO2 emissions from shipping are the Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) and the Ship Energy Efficiency
Management Plan (SEEMP). The EEDI covers about 85% of the CO2 emissions from shipping and currently only
applies to new built vessels [35]. Due to the long economic life of vessels on average 25 to 30 years [16], this
results in a slow pickup of alternative (cleaner) fuels as fuel dependent retrofit costs are high.

Naval vessels are excluded from legislation related to GHG and harmful emissions. Despite this exemption, the
Netherlands Ministry of Defence (MOD) aims to reduce the reliance on fossil fuels by 20% in 2030 and by 70%
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Figure 1: CO2 emission scenarios up to 2100 [28].

in 2050 compared to 2010 [49]. The reasons for the Netherlands MOD to reduce the dependency on fossil fuels
are mainly operational and a potential shortage of fossil fuels is among the main drivers [56]. NATO currently
uses F-76 as its standard fuel for its non-nuclear powered ships [62]. The maritime energy transition may result
in change of the standardised fuel used by the NATO naval fleet unless the maritime sector opts to change to
renewable diesel as its primary fuel. However this would be the most expensive fuel option for the maritime sector
which is generally focussed on reducing costs and likely to select the option that results in the lowest total cost of
ownership [8, 32].

While a change away from F-76 has challenges, there may also be opportunities to improve the naval vessels
and their combat skills with new fuels and consequently new drive systems. For example, nuclear power is already
used to give submarines and aircraft carriers a virtually infinite range, and the German type 212 submarines use
a hydrogen fuel cell system for air independent propulsion (AIP) [50]. Rapid developments of new fuels and
drive systems in merchant shipping may eventually change naval ships as well, for example due to a change in
the availability of F-76 or because of intrinsic advantages new drive systems in terms of fuel efficiency, reliability,
infra-red signature and stealth [53, 65].

This paper discusses the effect of the maritime energy transition on the specific challenges and opportunities
for naval vessels. Since naval vessels have different requirements than commercial vessels, a dedicated life cycle
performance assessment (LCPA) method is required to determine the suitability of new fuels and prime movers
for application. This method and how the most promising fuel and prime mover options score in the used key
performance indicators (KPI)s will be discussed further below. The paper ends with some conclusions and recom-
mendations for further research.

2 Future fuels and power plants
Emission reduction ambitions have motivated many investigations into new bunker fuels and drive systems for

civil and merchant shipping. Emissions originate either from the fuel feedstock, such as the carbon dioxide and
sulphur emissions from fossil fuels, or from the combustion process itself, which is for example the case for NOX
emissions [25]. In reality, the distinction is not so clear as specific emissions are affected by the fuel efficiency of
the drive systems and the fuel efficiency in turn depends on the fuel used.

If there is anything we can distill from the vast research done on future fuels and drive systems, it is that there
appears to be no silver bullet that can replace the existing bunker fuels and drive systems without compromising
at least on at leat one performance indicator. For example, biodiesel can replace the existing F-76 fuel, but has
different specification, is more expansive and not available everywhere. Similarly, gas turbines have low specific
NOX emissions and high power density, but are expensive and have a high specific fuel consumption [13].
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2.1 Fuels
Liquefied natural gas (LNG) is currently becoming a more popular fuel for new-built vessels due to its green

image and government subsidies as operating a dual fuel engine on natural gas results in a reduction of NOX,
SOX and PM emission [24]. However, LNG is a fossil fuel and there are studies which state that its use results
in a higher global warming potential (GWP) than using traditional marine diesel oil (MDO) when considering the
well-to-propeller (WTP) emissions [24, 61]. In the long run, fuels from fossil sources will be replaced by fuels
produced from a renewable feedstock. The feedstock can be either a form of biomass, a so-called biofuel, from
renewable electricity, referred to as an e-fuel in this study, or a combination of the two.

Figure 2 shows the gravimetric and volumetric energy storage density for several fuel options including the
required storage system. The energy density is independent of the fuels origin (fossil, biomass, e-fuel/renewable
or a blend).

Figure 2: Volumetric and gravimetric energy density of logistic fuels including the tank system [46]. * Low
temperature AB2, Ovonic, ** Fuel 30, wet spent fuel (reactor not included), *** Spent fuel (reactor not included)

2.1.1 Biofuels
Bio-diesel is commonly considered for application in ships, as it provides a drop-in solution that requires

minimal changes to the fuel logistic and the existing power plant. However, the feedstock of current biofuels is
limited, especially now biofuels produced from food crops are explicitly exempted in legislatory frameworks like
the European Union (EU) Renewable Energy Directive (RED) [14]. Consequently, biofuels need to be produced
from non-food biomass sources, such as waste streams, algae and seaweed [26].

There are two main routes used to produce biofuels from biomass. The first route uses fermentation and
distillation to produce hydrogen, methane or alcohols like ethanol or butanol. These processes can be scaled
relatively easily, but generally require specific feedstocks and microbes [11]. The other route uses thermochemical
processing like pyrolysis and gasification. Pyrolysis yields an oil type solution that can be upgraded to diesel-like
fuels [20]. Gasification yields a syngas mixture that is subsequently used to synthesise a fuel of choice, which has
the advantage that the fuel production process is relatively independent of the biomass feedstock [6]. Methane,
methanol and dimethyl ether (DME) can subsequently be synthesised with a relatively high efficiency [58].

The potential contribution of biomass as a renewable energy feedstock is unclear, but is estimated to vary from
10% to 30% [34]. The limiting factor for the biomass is the arable land required for its production, making it
unlikely to become a dominant energy source, but a possible energy source for some niche markets [2].

2.1.2 E-fuels
Since biomass is expected to contribute to a maximum of 30% the future raw energy feedstock, achieving IMOs

objective to reduce the total GHG emissions of shipping by 50% requires a shift to the less area intensive fuels. The
area specific energy yield of renewable electricity, such as wind and solar, is substantially higher than biomass [52].
Therefore, renewable electricity may become the main energy feedstock in the future. Renewable electricity can,
for example, be stored in batteries, but can also be used to produce hydrogen via electrolysis. Hydrogen is a well-
known renewable energy carrier that can be used both in internal combustion engines and fuel cells. In addition, it
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can be combined with nitrogen to form ammonia or with carbon to produce hydrocarbon fuels [41]. This class of
fuels goes by names like solar fuels, electro-fuels or e-fuels.

Brynolf et al. (2018) studied the production costs of several e-fuels, namely methane (CH4), methanol (CH3OH),
dimethyl ether (DME), Fisher-Tropsch (FT)-liquids and gasoline. The production costs found for the reference sce-
nario results in production costs ranging from 200 to 280 e/MWh in 2015 and from 160 to 210 e/MWh in 2030
[8]. Methane is the least expensive to produce followed by methanol, DME, gasoline and FT-diesel. The difference
in costs between each fuel option is found to be small compared to the differences between the chosen high and
low costs scenarios. Thus, it is yet unclear which fuel option will become dominant in the maritime sector.

Hydrogen is often considered the perfect long-term energy carrier, as no carbon is emitted on board. Renew-
able hydrogen is substantially more expensive than fossil today, but may become competitive within a decade by
reduced electricity and electrolyser costs or emission regulation [27]. Hydrogen has a high specific energy but low
specific volume, making storage challenging. The automotive standard is compressed storage at 350 and 700 bar,
while cryogenic storage below 254 K is investigated for ships as well [44]. Alternatively, hydrogen can be stored
in metal hydrides, which is for example applied on the German Type 212 submarines [50].

Ammonia (NH3) unlike the hydrocarbon e-fuels does not require a CO2 feedstock as well. Renewable or e-NH3
may be produced by replacing the hydrogen currently produced by steam methane reforming (SMR) with hydrogen
from a renewable source for the Haber-Bosch process. Ammonia can be stored as a liquid at moderate temperatures
and pressures (-33.3◦C or 10 bar). In addition, the Haber-Bosch process typically consumes less energy than
hydrogen liquefaction, making it potentially cheaper than liquid hydrogen [3, 21]. The laminar flame velocity
of NH3 about 5 times lower than CH4, making it difficult to combust in an Otto cycle engine [39]. Commercial
application of NH3 as a fuel is currently researched in several projects such as the EU ShipFC project in which the
offshore support vessel Viking Energy will be retrofitted with a 2 MW NH3 fuel cell [18].

2.2 Power plants
The change of bunker fuels affects the way power is produce on board ships. Compression ignition (or Diesel)

engines and gas turbines provide a practically unrivalled solution for naval ships fuelled with F-76. Alternatives
are not unseen on naval vessels, as Rankine cycles are deployed on vessels powered by nuclear energy and Stirling
engines are used for AIP on submarines [51]. On merchant vessels, spark ignition and dual fuel engines have
already been introduced to enable the use of LNG as a bunker fuel [45]. In addition, commercial shipping is
looking actively at advanced internal combustion engines and fuel cells [65].

2.2.1 Internal combustion engines
Currently available maritime reciprocating internal combustion engines (ICE) operate according to the Diesel

or the Otto cycle. The compression ignition (CI) and gas-diesel (GD) engines operate according to the Diesel cycle
and the spark ignited (SI) and dual fuel (DF) engines operate according to the Otto cycle. CI engines require high
Cetane number (CN) fuels such as diesel (40-55) and DME (55-60) as the ignition delay of low CN fuels is too
long and prevents their use in this process [33]. NH3 combustion in the CI process requires a compression ratio of
35 to achieve the required auto ignition temperature [15, 40].

Combusting low CN fuels such as natural gas (mostly CH4), methanol, ethanol and liquefied petroleum gas
(LPG) requires an external ignition source to start the combustion process [33]. This external source may be a
spark (SI engine) or a flame from a pilot fuel (DF or GD engine). The main fuel of DF & SI engines is added in
either the inlet port, the inlet receiver or before the compressor and compressed as a mixture with the air in the
cylinder [23]. SI engines may be equipped with a pre-chamber with a richer air-fuel mixture to ensure combustion
of the lean air-fuel mixtures in the main combustion chamber. Leaner mixtures result in a higher engine efficiency
and lower NOX emissions. The fuel injection in the inlet receiver or before the compressor results in fuel slip for
engines with valve overlap. This slip may in case of some fuels such as methane negatively impact on the engine’s
GHG emissions. Most modern DF & SI engines inject the fuel in the inlet receiver and time injection based on
the exhaust valve closure time to reduce fuel slip due to scavenging. However, fuel slip may still occur due to
incomplete combustion caused by cylinder dead spots not reached by the flame front [23]. Both DF & SI engines
operate based on the Otto cycle and thus require fuels with a high motor Octane number (MON) for knock stability
and a flame speed capable of ensuring complete combustion in the available time. For highly toxic and/or corrosive
fuels, a premixed air-fuel mixture may result in deposition of the fuel on the cylinder wall and other components
possibly resulting in i.a. corrosion of engine components.

GD engines inject the main fuel at high pressure in the cylinder through the pilot fuel’s combustion flame
[23]. This results in a diesel like combustion and transient response as the combustion process is not limited
by knocking and misfiring (occurring in a Otto cycle engine). The diesel like combustion does result in higher
combustion related emissions such as NOX . The pilot fuel is ignited by CI and thus requires a high CN. The GD
engine can burn all liquids and gasses as the main fuel regardless of the CN, MON and flame velocity and it does
not result in fuel deposition on the cylinder wall.
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2.2.2 Fuel cells
Naval application of fuel cells has been investigated for decades for their high fuel efficiency and reduced

infra-red and noise profile [53]. However, high cost, limited life time and low power density have so far hindered
large scale adoption, both in civil and military applications. The increasingly stringent emission limits have re-
cently accelerated the development of fuel cell technology, especially in automotive, combined heat and power and
distributed power generation applications [59]. Continuous technology improvement and upscaled manufacturing
have reduced cost, improved lifetime and reduced the size and weight of fuel cell systems considerably in recent
years [66].

Three fuel cell types are anticipated to be promising for maritime applications: the low and high temperature
polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) and the solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC). The LT-PEMFC operates
around 65-80◦C, has a high power density and good load-following capabilities. Therefore, it is heavily pursued by
manufacturers in the automotive sector [48]. However, most LT-PEMFC products on the market require hydrogen
as a fuel with a high purity. The HT-PEMFC operates at a slightly higher temperature around 140-160◦C and has a
better tolerance for fuel impurities. Products using methanol as a fuel are readily on the market, but power density
and load-following capabilities are reduced compared to its low-temperature counterpart [5].

SOFCs operate at an even higher temperature, varying from 500◦C up to 1000◦C. The high operating temper-
ature enables integration with internal fuel processing and waste heat recovery. Therefore, SOFC systems fuelled
with natural gas are typically applied in combined heat and power applications, or provide electric power for busi-
nesses and data-centres in places where the natural gas grid is more reliable than the electricity grid [69]. Despite
their fuel flexibility and electrical efficiencies up to 65%, SOFC products are still relatively expensive, large and
heavy [22]. In addition, cold starts are slow and load-following is sluggish to prevent thermal overloading and fuel
starvation [19, 47].

3 Naval Life Cycle Performance Analysis
The life cycle assessment (LCA) methodology based on ISO 14040 [38] is used to systematically analyse the

cradle-to-grave environmental effects of products or services [31]. An LCPA is generally a simplified screening
LCA with emphasis on KPI’s important for a specific application. Within the FP7 EU-funded project JOULES,
an LCPA method was developed to assess the economic and environmental performance of alternative vessel
designs at an early design stage [67, 68, 60]. The net present value (NPV) was selected as the economic KPI. The
environmental KPI’s of this LCPA are the global warming potential (GWP), acidification potential (AP), aerosol
formation potential (AFP), cumulative energy demand (CED) and eutrophication potential (EP). These are the
most important environmental KPI’s for applications which use large amounts of fossil fuels such as the transport
sector [10, 9].

An LCPA can also focus more on the maintenance aspects of vessels and combine a screening LCA with life
cycle costing (LCC) [30, 29]. The LCC methodology as defined in ISO 15686-5 [37] allows for comparative cost
assessments over the entire vessel lifetime and includes all relevant economic factors [12]. This LCPA method uses
more economic KPI’s than only the NPV used in the JOULES LCPA and also includes the building cost, capital
expenditure, operating expenditure and the maintenance and repair costs [29]. The environmental KPI’s of this
LCPA are limited to the EEDI and the NOX and SOX emissions (during operation), while in Gualeni et al. 2018,
the CED and the PM emissions (during operation) are also included.

Neither of the LCPA methodologies discussed above is suitable for application on naval vessels as these are
exempt from (most) environmental legislation and costs are generally not the limiting factor for choosing a fuel
option for naval vessels. In this paragraph, the chosen KPI’s for naval vessels will be discussed.

3.1 Naval key performance indicators
The operational effectiveness is the driving design characteristic of a naval vessel. The breakdown of this

design characteristic involves:

• The performance of operational sensor, weapon and C4I-control tasks;

• The performance of the mobility function;

• The survivability of the vessel in the maritime theater threats;

• The performance of the auxiliary and support systems for these functions.

The survivability of naval vessels is one of the most important design characteristics and selecting suitable mea-
sures starts early in the design phase [42]. The design choices require compromises which may limit capabilities
or future operations. The survivability of a naval vessel may be defined in the following terms [4, 42]:
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• Susceptibility: This is the built-in ability of the vessel to avoid detection, identification and classification as
a naval vessel and the ability to avoid a hit. Susceptibility determines the chance of a hit;

• Vulnerability: This is the built-in ability of the vessel to withstand damage and the chance/amount of damage
if stricken. Vulnerability is determined by the damage probability if hit. Redundancy by the distribution of
vital functions to each zone of the ship, and making them independent of each other, reduces the vulnerability
of the ship and enhances the autonomy in it operations;

• Recoverability: This is the ability to return the vessel to normal operation after a hit. Recoverability is
determined by the probability of repaired damage or redundancy and is usually defined related to the time
available.

The vessel needs to be able to receive the fuel and handle it on board, therefore two fuel related KPI’s are used,
namely:

• Fuel availability: The likelihood the fuel will be available in the future;

• Fuel suitability: The consequences of the fuel choice on the vessel design and operation.

The total costs of vessel operation influence the political will to invest in new vessels and thus are also used in
the LCPA in addition to survivability and fuel KPI’s. In the following sections, each of these KPI’s will be further
explained and possible influences the fuel and drive system have will be quantified in more detail.

3.2 Offshore patrol vessel
The Holland class offshore patrol vessels (OPVs) of the Royal Dutch navy have been selected to demonstrate

the effect of different fuel and prime mover combinations on the naval KPI’s. These vessels are equipped with two
MAN 12V28/33D diesel engines of 5460 kW each. Table 1 contains main size and power specifications of the
Holland class vessels.

Table 1: Main specifications Holland class OPV [57]

Property Value Unit
Displacement 3,750 mt
Length 108.4 m
Beam 16 m
Draught 4.55 m
Speed 21.5 knots
Range (at 15 kt) 5,000 nm
Endurance 21 days
Total installed power 10920 kW

Table 2 shows a generalised and simplified annual operational profile with 5 activities for the OPV. The profile
includes the time spent in each mode, the power the prime movers have to supply and the total energy supplied by
the prime movers over the course of a year. The OPV is assumed to use shore power during the time it spends in
port and is in maintenance. The mission activities of the OPV have been split in slow cruising, patrol at medium
speed and high speed sailing. The prime movers have to supply 16980 MWh of energy over the course of a year.

Table 2: Estimated annual operational profile

Activity Time [%] Time [hrs.] Power [%] Power [kW] Total energy required [MWh]
Slow cruising 10 876 20 2184 1912
Patrol 25 2190 45 4914 10762
High speed 5 438 90 9828 4305
Port 30 2628 0 0 0
Maintenance 30 2628 0 0 0
Total 100 8760 - - 16980

The assumption has been made that the vessel concepts are equal in every way regarding improvements made on
board to decrease power consumption. These improvements may include a more efficient heating, ventilation and
air conditioning (HVAC) system, energy storage systems, shore power and waste heat recovery (WHR) systems.
The following prime mover and fuel combinations have been selected for the analysis:
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• CI (compression ignition) engines fuelled by synthetic FT-diesel (baseline);

• DF (dual fuel) engines using a FT diesel pilot and e-methane as the main fuel;

• GD (gad diesel) engines using a FT diesel pilot and e-methanol as the main fuel;

• SOFC fuelled by e-methane;

• SOFC fuelled by renewable ammonia;

• LT-PEMFC fuelled by liquefied hydrogen.

3.3 Survivability KPI analysis
Susceptibility: The main impact of configuration selections is on signatures. This is specifically addressed by a

possible implementation of fuel cells. Fuel cell processes are solid state, so not combustion driven. This eliminates
hot exhaust gasses (reaction product is water) and process acoustics (the fuel cell solid state process is silent). This
is expected to radically reduce the thermal signature and the acoustic signature of the ship. Early verification of
this consideration has of course been given by the application of fuel cells on board of conventional submarines.

Vulnerability: From the vulnerability perspective, the implementation of fuel cells will open the opportunity to
support every zone of the naval vessel with its own power plant, providing the presence of fuel storage facilities
in every zone. This will allow the much desired design principle to implement independent zones: if a zone is hit
by a damage, the functions in the other zones may continue without being affected by the damaged zone. This is a
design principle that is also attractive for e.g. cruise ships. However, fuel storage in multiple zones may increase
the vessel’s vulnerability as the chance of damage due to a hit increases.

Recoverability: Again here, fuel cells may have an advantage over internal combustion engines. The solid state
operation (no moving parts, no wear, no tear) and the modular structure of a fuel cell system (stacks combines
to modules and modules combine in systems) prevents the fuel cell system to a single point of failure, where the
damage of one component of an internal combustion engine may result in a lot of cases into the breakdown of a
complete engine. Furthermore, the stack- and modular characteristic of the fuel cell gives it a so-called graceful
degradation: the failure of FC component reduces the availability of the system gradually. Finally, the solid-state
process and modular structure of the fuel cell may drastically reduce the maintenance requirements for the energy
system. This opens ship performance opportunities with a lesser dependence on maintenance and a smaller crew,
which adds too to the recoverability of the naval vessel. Damaged fuel cell stacks, either by wear or combat, may
be exchanged with spare stacks by the crew. Additionally, damaged sections may be supplied from undamaged
sections, restoring the power and combat readiness of the vessel in a relatively shorter time than required for
repairing damaged diesel engines.

3.4 Fuel KPI analysis
The future availability of a fuel is complex matter and there are a wide range of predictions available such as

the World energy outlook of the International Energy Agency (IEA) [34] and DNV GL’s Maritime Forecast to
2050 [17]. Since there is no conversion in these predictions, in this paper the likelihood of fuel availability will be
based on the amount of primary energy required to power the vessel. The fuel suitability is judged based on the
volume and mass required to store the fuel for the required 5,000 nm operational range.

Table 3 shows the prime mover efficiency and the total fuel energy consumption per year. In the calculations,
the DF and GD engines use a FT-diesel pilot accounting for 2% of the fuel energy consumption. Figure 3 displays
the annual energy consumption required to operate the OPV including the fuel production & processing losses and
the energy required for transportation & distribution. An OPV with an ammonia fuelled SOFC requires about half
of the primary energy of one powered by a CI engine fuelled with FT-diesel, the other concepts are distributed
in-between. Powering the OPV with fuel cells makes more sense from a primary energy consumption perspective
as these have a higher efficiency than combustion engines.

The application of fuel cell systems allows for the efficient implementation of a distributed power system. Fuel
cells may be placed in spaces previously not considered suitable for other prime movers, such as diesel engines
and gas turbines, due to their size or the location in the vessel. The efficiency of diesel engines and gas turbines
decreases rapidly with decreasing power, while the efficiency of smaller fuel cells is only slightly influenced by
a reduction of the size. Thus, for a diesel engine powered vessel, it makes sense to install fewer and larger
engines. Fuel cells do not produce vibrations and noise, making it possible to place them close to crew quarters
without decreasing the crew comfort. Distributing the power generations reduces the vulnerability of the vessel (as
previously mentioned) and frees op space in the central machine room. This space may be used for among other
things the storage of mission relevant equipment, thus increasing the military impact of the OPV or for fuel storage
to increase the operational range of the vessel.
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Table 3: Concept prime mover efficiency and yearly fuel energy requirement

Concept Efficiency [%] Total fuel energy [MWh]
CI-FT-diesel 42 40427
DF-methane 45 37732
GD-methanol 45 37732
SOFC-methane 60 28299
SOFC-ammonia 60 28299
LT-PEMFC-LH2 55 30872
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Figure 3: Estimated annual primary energy consumption of OPV

The suitability of the fuel for application on the vessel includes the mass and volume taken up by the prime
movers and the fuel required for the 5,000 nm operating range (at 15 knots) as given in the specifications (Table 1).
The OPV is estimated to require 4914 kW (Patrol load from Table 2) to sail at 15 kt, resulting in a total required
energy of 1638 MWh.

The prime mover mass and volume are calculated with the specific gravimetric and volumetric power density
of prime movers as given in Table 4 and the installed power (Table 1). Figures 4 & 5 display the total mass and
volume of the prime mover, fuel and storage system. The mass and volume of the fuel and the storage system are
based on the data from Figure 2 and the prime mover efficiency (Table 3).

The LT-PEMFC-LH2 concept has the lowest prime mover and fuel mass, however the cryogenic storage system
makes this the heaviest option. Cryogenic storage systems increase the required mass and volume significantly,
especially in the case of LH2 due to the extremely low temperature (20K). The SOFC-methane concept has the
lowest overall mass requirement followed by the CI-FT-diesel and the DF-methane concept. The FT-diesel concept
requires the least volume due the high volumetric energy density and easy storage of diesel fuels. The next best
options, the SOFC-methane and SOFC-ammonia require about 72% and 77% more space respectively. While not
all vessels are mass and/or volume limited in their design, both are generally important as they influence ship
stability, acceleration and manoeuvrability of the vessel. In addition, a lower mass and/or volume of the fuel and
prime mover system allows ship designers more freedom in the vessel design.

Table 4: Specific gravimetric and volumetric power density of the prime mover options

Concept Specific gravimetric power density [W/kg] Specific volumetric power density [W/l]
CI-FT-diesel 66.80 49.40
DF-methane 60.10 42.88
GD-methanol 60.10 42.88
SOFC-methane 62.7 28.5
SOFC-ammonia 104.5 47.5
LT-PEMFC-LH2 229 63
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Figure 5: Volume of the prime mover, the fuel and the fuel storage system

3.5 Economic KPI analysis
New energy carriers and power and propulsion systems affect both the capital expenditure (CAPEX) and opera-

tional expenditure (OPEX) of naval vessels like an OPV. Advanced combustion engines, (gaseous) fuel storage and
handling systems and corresponding safety requirements, such as gas sensors and double-walled piping, increase
the cost of a vessel’s power and propulsion system [55]. Nowadays, fuel cell systems are especially expensive. LT-
PEMFC prices are generally over 1000 C/kW and SOFC over 5000 C/kW [65]. However, manufacturers expect
that these prices might be reduced with an order of magnitude through large scale manufacturing, which would be
competitive [1, 54].

The OPEX is dominated by fuel costs and maintenance cost. The fuel production costs are used to estimate
the annual fuel costs of the OPV and are calculated based on the fuel energy consumption as given in Table 3
and the 2030 reference fuel prices from Brynolf et al. [8]. Figure 6 shows that the SOFC-ammonia concept has
the lowest annual fuel production cost followed by the LT-PEMFC-LH2 and SOFC-methane concepts. This result
suggests that a trade-off exists between the lower CAPEX for conventional prime movers fuelled with FT-diesel
and lower OPEX of advanced power and propulsion systems with gaseous fuels. This demonstrates the importance
of a comprehensive LCA, taking into account investment, fuel and maintenance costs.

The solid state nature of PEMFCs and SOFCs implies they have the tendency to degrade rather than fail. There-
fore, maintenance requirements may be substantially reduced by adopting fuel cell systems. However, the fuel cell
stack requires occasional replacement, which costs are typically estimated around half the original investment cost.
Target stack life times for heavy duty LT-PEMFCs are typically around 25 kh, SOFC manufacturers are generally
aiming for stack lifetimes of at least 40 kh [43, 63]. Next to stack replacement, maintenance may be limited to
inspection of rotating equipment (e.g. pumps and blowers) and calibration of safety sensors.

4 Conclusions and recommendations
The Naval Life Cycle Performance Assessment criteria as discussed in this paper give an holistic overview

of emission reduction capabilities of a ship propulsion design, including trade-offs in performance and costs.
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Figure 6: Annual fuel production costs of the OPV in 2030

Although naval vessels may have other design priorities, the LCPA-related conversion to other propulsion config-
urations may have a very positive impact on the operational performance of naval ships.

The application of alternative fuels in combination with fuel cells may include very significant reductions of
thermal infrared and acoustic emissions, an enhanced design opportunity to design zones with independent energy
supply, a higher reliability (no single point of failure, graceful degradation of power supply) and an enhancement
in autonomy of system operation because of a lower level of maintenance requirements en engineering services.

Fuel cell systems allow for the application of distributed power systems, reducing the vessel’s vulnerability.
Fuel cell stacks can be exchanged/replaced more easily than diesel engines, improving the vessel’s recoverability.
Distributing the power generation through the ship will allow vessel designers to optimize the design and thus
improve the operational capabilities of the vessel.

It is recommended that this Dual Use technology is being adopted by Naval Designers to contribute to the
required disruptive design features of future combat ships.
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